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UNIT What Is Coal?

A., Understanding the Four Basic Types of Coal
1. Objective: After this lesson, student will be able to

identify the four major types, of coal.

2. Approximate Time: One class period.

3. Procedures: '

a) teacher has four examples of coal and explains each.

B. Utilizgtion of,Coal
C. Environmental Problems
D. Methods of Mining Coal
E. Coal Terminology .-

F0 Major Coal Types
7

Coal Rank - This clardilifica on is based on fixed carbon, volatile

matter, and heating value.' It is an indication of.the progressive alteration,

or coalification, Xrom lignite :to anthracite.

1.. Lignite - the lowest rank of coal, is brownish black and has a high'

:moisture content, and is used mainly to generate electricity. It is

mined in North Dakota, Montana, and Texas.

2. SubbUuminoug Coal, or black lignite, is dull black. It is. used for

generating electricity and space heating. This rank of coal is mined in

4,
the western coal fields.

.3. 'Bituminous Coal or softcoal is tie most common coal. It isdense,

black, often with well- defined bands of bright and dull paterial, and is p

usedfor generating electricity, making coke, and space heating. The

ignition temperature is 700 degrees to 800 degree Fahrenheit.

Bituminous coal is mined chiefly in the Appalachian and Interior coal

. fields.

4. Anthracite, or hard coal, is the highest rank of coal. It is' hard, j4;

black, with a high luster'and is used for generating electricity and

aimed heating. Its ignition temperature is about 900 degreei

Fahreitheit. Anthracite is mined in northern Pennsylvania.

*
Coal. Type: this plassification is based on physical characteristics or

microscopic constituents.(for Ocample, ,igTight coal, splint'coali' cannel

al).
. .

Gradeof,Coalr in general, ',this refers to coal'qualitywith regard to

use. Metallurgical coal (or caing coal): Steam coal 0best suited
for generating steam to produce electricity or. for other purposes. '

.LOw-sulfur coal generally contains pne'percent or less sulfur,by weight.

Cleaned coal has been processed to reduce the amount of impurities

preseit and-improve, tlie burning characteristics.

5. 2 Evaluation:

1. What is the hardeSt coal of the four varieties presented in'this

lesson?

-3.. 9



6.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

\
Which coal has, the highest energy content?
Which coal .has the tighesp sulfur content?
Which coal is the most aeundant?
Which coal is the rarest and most
presented?
Which coal types are.most-c.easily mined using strip mining
techniques? y
Teacher evaluation.

IV\

valuable of the four varieties

Further activities -
1. Slides--';
2. Visiting a oal mining site
3. Burning small equal quantities of each type

4. Film: Living With Energy - Bullfrog film
of coal

7. Resources -
1. U.S. Geological Map of major coal fields U.S4 Geological

Survey-Fairbanks
2. Coal books: a) Coal Date: jumfaringg, July 1980, USDOE; b)

Ilparly Future, 1979, by Robert Stobaugh

3. Information: a) National Coal Association, Washington, D.C.

B.- Utilization of Coal

of the impOrtanc&of the
(Heating power, generation,

1. After this lesson, student will be aware
utilization of coal as an energy.source.
manufacturincof synthetics).

2. Approx. Time: one week to two weeks.

a: Procedures:
a) An introductory lesson of why coal is being reintroduced as an

energy source. .

1. One ton of coal is equal to one cord.of seasoned hardwood.
Students will be able to compare a mass of 1 ton of coal to one
Cord of hardwood.
1. Experiment: students will dete ine the cubic footage of

one cord of wood-.

2. Students-will weigh one cubic foot of dry wood and,
therefore, wilf'determine weight of one cord of wood.

3. Same procedure W.1.11 be determified for coal.

c) Students will be able to compare heating qualities of coal vs.
wood.
1. Experiment: students will weigh out proport(onal amounts of

coal and wood in order to learn burning qualities and
quantities needed'to heat water to the boiling point.

Students will be able to understand the various layers insoils.

1. Experiment: students will go on a field trip to see soil

layers. These can be observed at an excavation site or
along a cut bank in a stream or road,,, The teacher can
explain the coal is found'in layers in soil aloof

4. EvaluOtion:
a) Students will be able to determine for themselves what is best
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utilization of coal for future reference.

b) Teache evaluation. \\

Further Activities: .

a) Slides '

b) Bar graphs using opaque projector
c) Individual or group problem solving-techniques

6. Resources:
9 Coal books: a) Coal Data: A!Reference, July 1980, USDOE: b) ExL&sx

Future, 1979, by Robert-Stobaugh; c),auglementuy_EnergyAsawsiea, by
Amoco

C. 1:111rsnmentalEmialema

1. After this lesson student will- be aware of the importance of environment

problems.

2. Approx. Time: one week to 'two weeks.

3. Procedures:
a) An introductory lesson of why coal has some environmental

problems.

Experiment: students'will burn coal and wood separately in'

a contained area. Determine sulphur smell and pot ash,
2. Experiment: Students will burn approXiMately equal

quantities of coal and wood in a confined areato determine
which has.themost heat and which.sampleburns the longest.
Determine which gives off the highest initial amount of heat
and which sample-burns longest.

4. Evaluation:
a) Students will be able to determine for themselves what is best

from an environmental viewpoint.
b) Teacher evaluation. ...

. 5. Further Activities:
a) Individual or group'problem solving techniques

b) Study of black lung disease
c) Study of power plants
d) Study of acid rain
e) Study the Clean..,Air Act of 1977

6. Resources:
Coal books: a) Coal Data: A Reference, July 1980, USDOE; b) Energy
Future, 1979, by Robert-Stobaugh.

D. &Ueda of titans _coal

1. After this leson, student will be aware of the various methods of

mining coal"

. Approx. Time: one week.
/-
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3. Procedures:
rik.

a) An introductoN lesson of various methods of mining coal

1. Teacher will explainAypesof mines by showing slides and

pictures.
a) A drift mine is driven horizontally into cOal, exposed

or'accessible in a hillside.
b) A shaft mina is driven vertically tothe coal deposit.

0) A 13.102 mine is driven at an angle to reach the coal

deposit. \

2 d) In a room-arid-pillar mining system, the most common ,

methqd, the mine roof is supported by coal pillars left
at regular intervaks. Rooms are places where the coal
is mined;'pillars are areas of coal left between the

rooms.
e) In a longxall saang system, large sections of coal are

removed and no pillars are left to support the mined
out areas, the caved area (gob) compacts and, after
initial subsidence, supports the overlying strata.

f) A 6hortwall mining system is general, combines
room-and-pillar operations with smalL-sized longwall

operation.
g) an open pit, mine the top layers of soil

(overburden) are removed to expose the seam of coal.:'
The coal is then removed and the overburden placed back
in the open pit.

A. Evaluation:
a) Student can determine and be aware of what types of mines are

present in thei*area, if any!
b) Teacher evaluation.,

5. Further activities:
a) , Field trip
b). Films

,Individual or group problem solving techniques

6. Resources:
a) MuciergcoacUitming.isuaLzmearalanuml, 1978

E. goal Terminology

.D111 - British thermal unit. A. measure of energy, it is the .amount of heat

needed to raise the temperatrire of one pound of water by one degree

Fahrenheit. A BTU is a convenient measure by which to compare the energy

content of various fuels.

Coal Analysis - determines the composition and properties of coal so it can be

ranked and used most effectively. Four major rankings:

1. Proximate Analysis
2. _Ultimate Analysis
1. floating Value

4. Other teats

-6-
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proximate Analysis = determines on an "as-received basis" the moisture
contebt, volatile matter (gases released when 001 is heated), fixed carbon
(solid fuel left after the volatile matter is driven off), and ash (impurities
consisting of silica, iron, alumina, and other noncombustible matter). The
moisture ckntent affects the ease with which coal can be handled and burned.
The amount of volatile Matter and fixed carbon provide guidelines for
determining the intensity of the heat produced. Ash increases the weight of

coal, adds to the'cost of handling, andcan affect the burning
characteristics.

Ultimate Analysia - determines the amount of carbon hydrogen oxygen,

nitrogen, and sulfur.

Heating Value:- is determined in terms. of BT14_, both-on an "as received basis"
(including moisture) and on a'dry basis. / c1,--) \4 1 t

P
Other Tests - include the determination of the ash-softening temperature, the
free-swelling index (a guide to a coal's coking characteristics) and the
Hardgrove gpendability index (a measure of the ease/with which coal can be
pulverized). In a petrograhic analysis, thin sections of coal are studied
with a microscope to determine the physical compbsition of coal, both for
scientific purposes and for estimating a coal's coking potential.

OK9
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q1NIT Solar
. .

A. .,SOlar Transmission
B. Making A StnlIClassroom Solar Collector.
C. Solar Convection
.D. Solar Radiation.
E. Mini-Solar Collector

A. AplaLTranaituton

1. At the end of this lesson, student igill be able to determine them
differences between solar convection, solar uction and solar
radiation as energy trasmissions.

2. Approx. time: One week.

Procedures
a)An introduction lesson on basic solar energy.
1. Experiment: student will take candle and light it. Closely

observing flame, he will cup his hand a safe distance over flame
until he feels the conduction of heat. Teacher will then
explain this is a form of solar conductivity. .

2. Experiment: student will takccwire abOut one footslong and
place in flame until he feels convection of heat. Teacher will
then explain this is a form of solar convection.

3. Experiment :, student will take hand and place along side of
flame until be feels the radiation of heat. Teacher will then
explain this is a form of solar rediation4

4. Evaluation:
a) students will be able to determine for themselves what type of

.energy transmission would be best suited for various purposes.
b) teacher evaluation.

5. Further activities:
a) Field trips
b) Films and slides
c) Individual or group problem solving techniques

6, :'Resources:
a), AnargyUtute, 1979, by Robert Stabaugh
b) Lp.plimentaryEnergylours& by Amoco
c) Solar Projects by A. Joseph Garrison

B. }taking a Small Classroom -Solar Collector

1. Objective: students will design a small solar collector using common

household materials.

2. Approx. time: One week (student projects)



3. Procedures:
materials:
a) small

fb) 3 ft.

c) 2 sq.
d) clear

e) .quart
f) tape,

have a small group of students gather the following

box (cigar box size)
1/8" plastic hoses
ft. of black visqueen
plasti6 wrap
jar with lid
glue, punch,. hand drill 1/8" bit

Process:
a) glue visqueen inside box

b) drill holes 1" apart on side of box

c) .loop hose through box, leaving long ends to jar

d) punch two 1/8" holes in top of water 'jar/place box towards sun

and raise jar higher than box

2 e) siphon water through collector and place "hose ends" in jar, try

to remove all air in hose

4. Evaluation: at the end of this experiment, student will be able to

identify the following:

a) radiation - short wave radiation s iking the collector is

transferred into long wave (i.e., h'-' 0 energy v

b) Convection the difference in water ',.perature in the solar

`collector and jar causes the heat to move provided the collector

is lower than the jar - thissprocess is called thermal

siphoning.

c) Conduction - the transfer of heat from one medium to another.

The water is in close contact with the tube it is circulating

through. Atthe water moves due to convection the water gains,'

energy in the tube due to conduction.

Student, will correctly label the following:

SUN

A. Radiation
B. Convection
C. Conduction

A.
B.
C.

Collector Tubing

Radiation
Convection
Conduction

Energy transmitted from the

Jar

A. Radiation
B. Convection
C. Conduction

feel warm is an example of.

2. A wire becoming hpt when we hold it in a candle flame is'an

example of



13. TemperatUre differences at the bottom and top of a room are due
to

/.
Further Actiylties:
a) Field trips
b) Films and slides
c) aIndividual and group problem, solving techniques

. Resources:
a) ,/ Ener&y Future, 1979,by Robert StobaUgh

._ /
4,..

,b) / Solar Projects, by A. Joseph Garrison

C. Solar Convection

. Objective: After this lesson,
nvects better than air..

Approx. time: One period

students';will understand why water

1

3: Procedure: Place one egg in an oven_se at 212 degrees. Place another

egg in boiling water. After five minutes, remove both eggs, open and

examine.

4. Evaluation: 1

a) class discussion on results of experiment. Concept to be'

understood liquids are much better than gases (air) at causing

heat flow from an surface.
b) teacher evaluation

5. Further Activities:
a) Field trips
b) Films and slides
.c) Individual or group problem solving techniques

6. Resources:
a) Row to Build a Solar Beater, by Ted Lucas
b) Solar Projects, by A. Joseph Garrispn

D. Solar Radiation

1. Objective: Student will understand that color is an important factor in
solar radiation

2. Approx. time: class period

3. ltocedure: Obtain one 3 X 5' piece of black cloth and on 3 X 5' piece

of white cloth. On a gunny winter day,-place the pieces of cloth on the

snow. After one hour, hive students examine and explain the results.



4. Evaluation:
a) class discussion. Concept to be understood - the snow melted

much more quickly, under the black cloth because, the black one
absorbed more solar, radiation. The white cloth reflected the

sunlight.
b) Teacher evaluation.

5. Further activities:
a) Field trips
b) Films and slides
c) Individual or group problem solving techniques

6. Resources:

a) How to Build a Solar Heater, by Ted Lucas

b) Solar Projects, by A. Joseph Garrison

E. Mini-Solar Collector

1. Objective: Students will be able to demonstrate the abilities of

different colored objects to absorb and retain solar energy.

2. Approx. ne week (student project)

3. Procedures: Have a small group of students gather the following

materials:
a) six 8 oz. styrofoam cups with lids
b) six small lab thermometers
c) six different colored felt-tip markers
d) timer (clock)
e) graph paper

1. students will color
"control" cup.
fill cups with water,
center of lid
place cups in the sun

4. record temperatures at various
the graph paper

3.

each cup except one which will be the-

cover and place thermometers through,

time intervals and plot data on

Evaluation:
a) student, group will make a class presentation reporting data

b) have class discussion using' results

c) how they can be used in a student designed' solar collector

d)' teacher evaluation

5. Further activities:
a) Field trips
b) Films and slides
c) Individual or group problem solving techniques



6. 'Resources:

,a)
b)

c)

Bow to Build a Solar Heaters-by Ted-Idcas
Melvin Franzbgrg

Garrison
Energy and the Way We Live,lby

' Solar Projects, by A. Joseph

.?
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UNIT III. Petroleum

A.
1'

Recovery of Oil
Items.That Use Oil

k

A. Recovery of Oil

1. After this lesson, student will understand why less than one third of
the oil in the ground is recovered by primary recovering methods, i.e.,
drilling and pumping.

2. Approx. time: one week

3. Procedure:
a) teacher will introduce the process of the primary recover of oil

1. Experimeht materials needed:
A. one liter jar (

B. one can of motor oil
C. one finger, control sprayer (like Windex)
D. ,#80 mesh screen
E. one liter of course sand
F. one gallon of hot water

2. Process for primary recovery:
A. pour quart of oil in large empty jar
B. place sand'in jar until all oil is absorbed in-sand-
`C. cover suction end of sprayer with mesh screen
D. push suction end'of sprayer to bottom of jar
E. have students pump as much oil as possible from

eimulated well
F. ..have students measure amount of oil recovered
O have students calculate percentages. of. oil extracted

compared to'oil retained
Process for secondary recovery
A. After all possible oil, is extracted by primary recovery

have students pour boiling water into simulated well
P. Have students pump as much.of the remaining oil and

water solution into a graduated -cylinder,
C. By having students exam collidal suspension have them

determine the amount of oil recovered by this secondary
recovery process

4. Evaluation:
a) students should be aware of the primary and secondary recovery

systems
b) teacher evaluation

5.. Further activities:
a) Field trips
b) Films and slides
c) Individual or group problem solving
d) Discussion items

techniques



6.0 Resources: I

a) Arco's ElementOy School of 'Oil Projects

1)7 Energy 43, Melvin Kranzberg
o) Oil In Depth by Amoco

B. Itgais That Use Oil

1. Objective: after this lesson, .4udeni Will be able

th4 contain oil

2. Approx. time:
a) using ,common classroom items, student will discuss

is important'in the development of these items:

Examples:

---

to identify items

1.. Books 6. Plastic cups

2. Carpet 7. Paneling

3. Sport Equipment 8. Fiberglass.

4. Window glass 9'. Vinyl

5. Desks 10. Clothing

4. Evaluation:
a) students should readily understand the importance of petroleum

A and its by products
b) teacher evaluation

why petrOliUm;

5. Further activities:
a)
b)

o)

d)

Field trips
Films and slides
Individual or-group problem solving techniques

Discussion items

6.- Resources:
a)' Oil in Depth by Amoco
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UNIT IV.

Title:,

Lesson I:
,01,esson II:

tesson

HEAT. PUMPS

Heat Pumps: An Energy Alternative-i,

Lesson V:
Lesson -VI:

Lesson VII:

Concept: As the fossil fuels of today become increasingly

difficult to obtain, ths,eleotrid,, Powered heat pump offers an

energy efficient option

CoMpression and
The Historyi an
The History a

eat
rinci of a Heat Pump

d'Prinolp of a Heat Pump

The-History- Prtn p, s-of-a-Heat-Pump-

Practical Ap ation:nf'Heat Pumps

Preetica pl tioi2,-01' Heat Pumps

Practic CatiaaJof Heat Pumps'

IMMULL: Compressi

Objective: To-OU:SOS'
through, cOmpreSa

AP.PLQLXelLainatik:,;

procedures:
41itaI. Diagram and, lee ) by teacher - to

actuallynCs04
Audio ,visnallad,- filmstrip and/or
Bemonitration:7'hands on experience

gaskeybill pump - feel heat being generated on needle
Firesyringe - low kindling pdint allows burning to occur
,12iolt,compressor - monitored for cylinder head temperature

ents the principle of heat °Caned

ne.inatrUctitnal period. 4-6 Jr. Sr. High

II.
III.

jcv

show prOgression of steps, what

short film - to illustrate same

cf.

and temperature discharged

Evaluation: Same or next day quiz (oral or written)

Further AotivIties: Individual or group projects, reports, problem solving

lesources: materials available
Prentice-Hall supplies - fire syringe
Bullfrog Films: 1111.1.1=3024.t&Ilesti.21112
Compressor can be obtained at automotive stores, hobby shops

Leenonjjk, The History and Principles of a Heat Pump

Grade LsArels: 4-6

Objectives:
1)

2)

3)

students with
describe the development of the heat pump
dnaw a diagram of the heat-energy flow principle
apply the heat-energy flow principle to the process of the heat

pump

;1=10 2-3 instructional periods
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rooedurgs:
1) discuss the relationship of the refrigerator and the hCat pump

and how John Carrie pnd Lord Kelvin both used this Belie

4 principle:, compressed gas (air) causes temlierature to rise

. 2) t.
assign homewoik task: "have students examinetbe freon systems

used in their refrigerators 4

3)" discuss the principle of heat-energy flow: heat, energy will

flow naturally from a warmer area to a cooler area

4) draw a diagram of the heat-energy flow -,use chalk board or

overhead projector

5)' have students copy and label,the heat-energy fl._ov diagram

6) , make a ditto of a diagram of an air-to-air heat 04mp

7) have students compare the diagrams of the heat- energy flow and

the air-to-air heat pump
8) discuss how the heat-energy flow principle is used in the heat

pump

9) discuss what happens when the heat pump cycle is reversed

(refrigeration)

evaluation: evaluation can be made by:

1) use of an oral test
2) use of a written test (including diagrams)

3) individual projects
1( 4) teacher evaluation of materials

Further Activities:
1) have students do research papers on John Gorrie or Lord Kelvin

2) have "students do reports on the refrigerator or the heat pump

3) have a heating spqcialist'speak to the class
4) visit a facility that uses the air-to-air heat pump.

Resourcea:
1) 1. 9 : IP Dermot

McGuigan, Garden Way Pub. Cd., 1981 n .

'2) Center for Energy Policy y-and Research; New York 'Institute of

Technology, Old Westbury, N.Y., 11588

Lesson III: History and Principles of .the Heat-Pump

Objectives: -students of today need to became aware of the need to

conserve and use more efficiently the electricity they all

use. As future homemakers, they need to, know the,various
ways to heat a home and to have a little understanding of

the basic principles,involved. This lesson is designed to
provide this information and to show where and bow a'

potential home builder or home owner m obtain facts and

figures to use in making a decision ab t heat.

Anprox. Teaching Time: 2-3 days for 4, 5, 6th grade
2-3 40 min. periods for 7-12th a e

Procedures:
1) group discussion

preceed this lesson with questions and surveys concerning home

22



heating costs, the types of fuel commonlyused, and create p,

intereat by relating to household budgetibg

motivation' % '

post ATAbeled drawing oa heat pump and initiate contest to
name this "mystery" heat source. Winner will be awarded tree
time in accordanca with class reward system. One week or less

is enough time

3) class work
a) .after naming or identifying the heat pump, keep mood of a

mystery - more or less depending on age group of students -.
and assign research from:

heat pump companies
community resources - i.e., area engineers, users if
possible, home and/or companies
teacher prepared data

b) presentations
hand out sheet of schematic of heat pump and label together.
Keep theory discussion basic and simple. Discuss:

1) any data received can be discussed and placed in an
interest center

2) if possible, make a'field trip to a home or businev
which uses a heat pump. If not, investigate the
possibility of obtaining a small unit to place in class
and to demonstrate'

Zvaluatipai teacher decision will be necessary in choice of written
work, true/false, find the error or just a point system for
research accomplished. Grade level, maturity of student to
understand this concept and materials available will aft**
degree of evaluation practical. As a goal, the following
facts should be covered:

the hp pump and the refrigerator use the same
principles, compression of a gas to-cause its
temperature to rise
T.G.N. Haldane made the first heat pump in Scotland in
1926. It used electricity for power and extracted 2 to
3 times the energy his heat pump used. It was used for
homes up through the 19501s and 1960's but compression
problems resulted in limited sales
the Oil Embargo of 1973 resulted in sudden investments
to improve alternate methods to heat homes and
corporations. This brought renewed interest in the
heat pump and the fact that, it,Qekes more efficient use
of the electricity it uses

d) beat pumps multiply heat. The compressor raises the
low temperature heat to a temperature thgt,can be used

for heating. Specifically, in the summer;' the pump
removes beat from the interior of a building or home

and discharges it outside (air conditioning). In the

winter, it does the opposite, extracting heat from the
outside and pumping it into the building. It is more

efficient than conventional-electric heating because
the heat pump can produce up to 3 times as much output
in thermal energy as it receives in electrical input

r.
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Lonlacita:
1)

M

this concept uses banic principles, but comprehension by the

students will be determined by their sophistication and

experience. The teacher must determine the depth of study

practical to inform his /her students about this hating option

the ingenuity of the eaoher can motivate interest whether a

mystery approach, nee fair display, space age needs, format

be used

3) the accompanying schematic can be used to make a transparency,

dittoes, a poster, a game board and can be dolor coded to assist

in understanding its operatAon

Extarnded Activities:
make use of all and any community resources. Ideally, a small unit

would be obtained and used.for demonstration.

As other options are investigated, 'compare and display.

Resources:
1) CALMAC Manufacturing co.5)

150.BRUNT ST.
Englewood, N.J. 07631

(makes water source heat pumps)

, CARRIER Air Conditioning Co.
CARRIER Pkwy.
Syracuse, N.Y. 13201
(make 6 models of the weathe

3) - FEDDERS Corp.. 7)

Woodbridge Ave.
Edison, N.J. 08817
(makes water and air source)

P.O. Box 621
Oak Ridge, TN. 3830

4) GERVAIS -Equipment
9295 Fargo Rd.
Stafford, N.Y. 14143
(water source beat pumps)

Lesson IV.

Objective:

Timftlard :

Procedures:
1)

Poster - &orgy Search
N.S.T.A. Publishing
11(42 Conn. Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
($5 and $2 postage)

6) Book: Zilat.2umun-10:Ettiaient,
linting...ancLraglingAlLernatin
Dermot McGuigan, Garden Way Pub. Co.
rmaker) Charlotte, Vt. 05445 @1981

FACT SHEET: DOE /C5 -0088 May 1979

HEAT PUMPS
U.S. Dept. of Energy,
Technical Infor. Center

History and Principles of Heat Pumps

to inform the students of both the developmental history and the

operational principles of the heat pump system

Min. 8 hrs. Jr. High and High School (teacher discretion)

lecture by instructor incorporated with reading assignments,

audio visual aides and use of guest lecturer with expertise in

the area of heat' pumps

2 4
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have atuden a draW and label the. heat pump system which would
inolude tie ow diagram and a brief explanation of what occurs
within the heat pumps tem. Eao4 student oould oomplete a
written and/or oral re ort on the historic:41 significance of the
heat pump system.

gyaMotkon: written or oral teats and teaoher evaluation' of students'
performanoe and comprehension.

Further jictivitiea: individual reports on an indeptit study of operational
prinoiPles or on pie er individuals in the field' of heat '.

pumps
. _o,

..110ZUCQUa: Energy Futurq .,-

Published by Ballantine Books
Edited by Robert gtobaugh and Daniel Yergin

AuLluman
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, Tn. 373O

albs Films
Oley, Pennsylvania 19547

Lesson V. Practioal Application of Heat Pumps

Objective: to provide the students with information on the uses of heat
pumps and what it means to their environment

Tine Line: Min. 8 hrs. Jr. High and High School (teacher disoretion)

C.4

Procedures:
1) text readings, lecture, read any and all state or federal heat

pump project reports, audio visual aides and possible lecture by
experts or researchers in the field

2) have students analyze the praCtioability of the installation, of
the heat pump..system their\own home complete with a material
and cost analysis. Students could also. write a report on the
efficiency of the.heat pump system versus standard fossil fuel
systems

Evaluation: Each teacher should gear sugges ed activities to the class level
without a great deal of technic jargon. Written or oral tests
and teacher evaluation-of students' performance and
comprehension can also be used to evaluate lessons.

Further Activities: Individual research and reports on experimental activities

in the field above and beyond standard practices. Have students
poll and report on a cross section\of private owners in the area
using heat pump systems

-19-
25



R of race:

1

nary Futuru.
Pybliahed by Ballantine Books
Edited by Hobert Stobaugh and DanielYergin

Heat PumD4
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN. 37830

4va1uation9f Water Somrcea neat jumps fer tilasjimeau,
Alaska Area
Aliska Power Administration

Lesson VI. Practical Application6 bf the Heat Pump

Obleative: Information proviRDNd in this lesson will show how and where the
heat pump is presently being used, the advantages and
disadvantages it offers, and its future potential use.

ALLSWL2a-leamiliDEliMa: 2-3 days 4, 5, 6th grades
40 min. periods 7-12th grades

.

Procedurea:
1) Group Discussion - this lesson should follow within, one or two

weeks of Lesson I. After the initial investigation of the
history and basic prino4ples of the heat pump, a discussion can
be suggested concerning the practicality of using such a system.

Students may be assigned to gather information. The teacher

might pre-record a cassette or two for the listening center

i4 covering the following points of information:
A) - there are several heat sources used: air, water (well

water, surface water, sea water), solar, earth energy.

B) the installer chooses the available and most economical
source to use

C) a survey might be made of local home owners and businesses

to determine fuse of the heat pump and which kind. This

should be recorded in graph/survey form
D) advantages of this system include:

1 1. --the heat pump is cheaper to operate when its oost

effectiveness has been studied in advance and is most
efficient when required to raise the least number of

degrees of temperature
2. --one heat pump provides both heat and 'cooling using

only one system of distribution
3. --a heat pump is clean and safe

4. --a heat pump can 'be made to use any constant supply of

low grade heat
E. disadvantages of this system include:

1. the initial cost can be 25% or higher than an oil or

gas furnace
2. some units are noisy. Care must be taken in selection

and placement of a unit

26
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3. there, is some question 'of the continuing ability of the
unit to reverse its process from warm outside weather
to cooleroutside weather and accommodate its need.
Extreme_differences in olimate_decrease the pump's
efficiency .

. F. continued future use of the heat pump seems fontingent on:
1. the part of the country you liVe in'la warmer climate

requires less "Work" from the heat pump,Alhere the
difference in outside temperature varies, within 20-30
degrees from summer to winter)
whetheninstallation Is to be in a new home or business.
or refitted (larger ducts are needed in this'systeM)
the improvement in the compression mechanism which has
provided some problems of noise and breakdown,

4. a.lowering of the. installation costs. of this system

2. information recording:
a poster may be added to the display center listing the facts
obtained from listening to the tape(s) and the discuSsion.
IndiVidual notebooks onfolders Should also be added to. At'-

this point, some opinions should be forthcoming. These also can

be recorded

Evaluationr
teacher judgement must determine suitable assessment of understanding
student has achieved. Care should be taken in'level of difficUlty
selected

Comments: it will be very helpful to obtain pamphlets and booklets about
.heat and energy conservation,_ heat-pumps,' and comparative
information from homeowners and businesses who/which use heat
pumps. A local distributor,, if. there is one could assist

Resources:
1. Federal Bldg. 3. Book - Heat Pumps'- gn Efficient-.

Fairbanks, AK 99701 EitarangiutsiSarainiLardinatima.
(presently using heat pumps Dermot McGuigan
for heat and air conditioning) GardenilayPub. Co.

Zharlotte, Vt. 05445 # 1981

Juneau Experiment - 4. PublioLibra4=or.nearest College
Library

Dept. of Energy Report
.
DOS/CE0088 May 1979
D.E.-Dept, of Energy
Information Center

-P.O..130x 62
Oak Ridge, TN.

ImannIII. Practical Applications of a Heat Pump

lamla: 4-6

Sitiamlima: students will
a) list the types of heat pump systems



) decide which type of heat:pump is best suited for use in
different geographical areas of the United States

.
decide if the heat pump is a feasible energy alternative in

their-geographical location

lust: 2 instruction periods

2taaadurm:
1) discuss and make diagrais (on chalkboard, overhead projector

dittos) of the three most available types of teat pumps -

air-to-air, b) Ater-to-air, c) ground-to-air

2) discuss the loc tioni in the United States where these heat

pumps are used

3) discuss the climates of these locations

4) have students infer why fa certain type of heat pump i better

suited to each region.

5) have the class debate d reach a conoenaus as to which type of

heat pump would beat he uited to use in their location

Further Activities:
1) visit facilities using the different types of heat pumps

2) make a map of the United States showing where the different

types of, heat pumps are being used

Resources:
Heat Puna, An Efficient Heating and Cooling Alternative

EvalustiOn of Water Source Heat Pumps for the Juneau, Alaska

Area, PaCifio Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 99352



UNIT V. Conserving Energy

Concepts:

Lesson I:

Lesson.
Lesson III:
Lesson IV:
LesSon

Energy can be conserved by being selective in choosing design
and materials to build a new structurel.by'upgrading an existing
structure, and by.re-examining-our.daily'use"of energy
resources.

lesson I:

Objective:

Choioei-Available in Design and Materials'for :New-
Construction
New Construction Alternatives
Retro Fits and Upgrading of, Existing Structures
Consumer and Individual Usfact Energy
Consumer and Individual Use of Energy

Choices Available in Design and Materials foi New
Construction

this lesson will show examples of new and old building designs
-and information about various types of materials, (their
characteristics and strengths) currently. .being used in new
construction to make best use of energy efficient gOals

Acrox. Teaching Time: Grades 4, 5, 6 3 days

Procedures:
1.

2.

Grades 7-12 1-3 periods

make use of audio visual materials to showstudents:
a) designs in solar heated homes, wind-generated-powered homes,.

earth enclosed structures, supen-insulated buildings - A"
,/h2.agiar2rmtterjalsjicalist, (Bullfrog

Films)
examples of buildings designed for specific climates and
specific purposes --see enclosed sheet
several stages iw.the construction of a building designed to
conserve energy and. to be energy efficient = gmildinit the.

Astlatliame - U.S. Dept. of.Energy
initiate student research from:
a) the school and/or:local library
b) local architects and engineers
o) building supply stores
present:teacher lecture using information obtained fromadult
brochures .and books and incorporate discUssion with student
reports of their results and findings. Be .sure the following

points are Covered:- I

a) a; ide variety of:designs and'materials are available for
use by the potential buiider for.homesi. businesSesischools:'

b) information and adviae are also availablafrom stater...

federal and cooperative extension'agenciesi
o) the new builder must plan well to make:the most efficient

uses of theenergy.available in his area - he must. consider

the structure best suited for his climate, his budget, the
Durpose for the structure
a great savings' is pOseible byddoing all these things

o)



Enlalian: oral and writyen evaluation by students of information

uncovered. For teacher, consider whether more A.V. might help

illustrate this topic.

Comments': if information is limited, a teacher prepared transparency

coupled with a speaker might assist in presenting information

jpdailtingjiatialtias: community resources such as energy offices or the
Chamber of Commerce might combine with student research to

present an evening program for, parents

2Wmaaaralm
Bullfrog Films: k Building in the Sun - solar and architecture,

Oley, PA 19547

The Solar Frontier - solar homes in the Canadian snowbelt

Loa House - detailed view of a modern log house under construction

Books: Earth Sheltered Housing Designs - prepared' by the Underground

Space Center, University of Minnesota
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company NY 1978

Pamphlets: Local Eension Service

"Building TheSolar Home" - U.S. Dept. of Energy, Report #2

June, 1978 BUD-PDR -296 -1

"Math in-Energy" - U.S. Dept. of Energy, Aug. 79, BUD/U3841-02

"Networks: How Energy Links People; Goods, and Services" - June 1979,

DOE/CA/3841-1 (

Lesson II:

Okjettive:

Time Line:

Level:

Procedures:

New Construction Alternatives
a. Materials
b. DesightBuilding Techniques

To provide the students with information
what is aVailable,and how it can improve
the retardation of energy consumption in

Min. 10 bra.

Jr. High and High School

and an. understanding of
their environment and
the world today.

Lectures, readings,field trips,- audio visual aides and guest lectures

by experts in the field.

In addition to the information gained by' the above methods and input,

students could conductAmteryiews and reportson new.construction.within

their area and contrast it in report form (written or oral) with the

alternative methodsthey are learning about. If the course is a



vocational class, have students construdt a wall section using the new

materials and building techniques.

iyagatign: Tests, oral discussions, teacher evaluation of reports,
comprehension level of students and oral discussion.

Further Aetivitiea:

Have students conduct a cost analysis on materials available and what
the coat differential over traditional materials used in oonstruotion
would be.

Resoureea: The....EnersiEttigientCangtractipnklanual, A Handbook for
'Builders and Developers, North Dakota Eneigy Extension Service

Program.

"Vapor Barriers for Log Houses," Building in:Alaska (reports),
Cooperative'EXtension Service, University of Alaska.

Designs of Roofs for Northern Residential7Construction

Alternate Details for. Northern Residential Construction

Bullfrog Films, Oley Penn.
1. Row to Keep the Heat in Your Houefi

2. Log. House

lartjaAhaterasUicaulizusjkaiga, The Underground Space Center,

University of Minnesota.

a
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MATERIAL FORM ADVANTAGES' DISADVANTAGES

1' Fiberglass Loose fill'
blankets, bats

Polystyrene Rigid Board

Cellulose

Urethane

Urea
Formaldehyde

Celotex -
Thermax

:StyrofoaM

Loose fill

Foamed in
place

Rigid Board

Foamed in
place, rigid
when dry

Inexpensive, fire
resistant

Useful for below-
grade floors '

Permits installation
through small holes

'Highly efficient

Excellent for
exterior walls;

. fire resistant

Best Insulation. .

efficiency

Particles can
irritate skin

Highly combustible

Must be treated for
fire resistance

Can leak through loose
wall boards or other
openings

exterior wall, may rtot .

allow wall to dissipate

-7, . .
.. .

Rigid Boird'',4.'F."."...- Bait :. ... Best. iniulatiOn

.; : for underground .. .. .. for undergrounti

-and foundatiOn
, , or foundation

bin leak through loose
wall boards or other
openings: . . -

If used on outside of

R.
VALUE
PER

INCH

U.
VALUE

SPECIAL NOTE

3.3 .30 Gives off odor
When damp

3,4 .20 Easily dented

3,7 .27

6.25 to .18 to Requires
8.25 .12 professional

installation

4.0 to .25 to Requires
4.5 .21 professional

: installation

7.2 .138 Both sides foil
faced

- '
.

. . .. .
Vermiculite Loose fill . HolloW core Low efficieney. 2.0 .5 Absorbs moisture -

: .!. :: . r " "

c f . s p aCeS ' . 41 o: e

. .;', . . . . .

Loose fill Hollow core . Low efficiency . 2.7 .37 Absorbs moisture

blocks, small

Warn

Fi Value a materials ability to resist heat flow or heat loss.
-

/
R

1
example: Fiberglass R 3.3 14-.30 7 3.3 . , .

. . .

U Value the amount of heat (BTU s) that passes through a square foot of material each hour for each degree of

temperature difference between the inside and outside. The U Value is the reciprocal of the R Value.
. .. . , . .

U 7 1-1- example: Fiberglass U .30 7 143.3 7.30

BTU British Thermal Unit the amount of heat required to raise one pound of water one degree of Fahrenheit
.

temperature.

DEPD8245548 _Recycle to e friend
DIVISION OF ENERGY & POWER DEVELOPMENT **.

ALASKA ENERGY EXTENSION SERVICE a .

8th FLOOR, MOM Y BUILDING, 333 DENALI STREET, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 90501 - 2881, (80712780503
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+helm&
Thickness Trans. Weight/Area Expansion Ease In Sheet Site

mittence (lb/112) (NO x1014 Handling Strength (ft.) Remarks

Wider white glass 0.115 0.90
"So latex" IASG)

FiostGlass 0.125 0.84

Window glass 0.090
(ASO SS Lustre
glass)

1.60

1.60

0.91 1.20

fr.147

0.47

0.47

Poor

Poor .

Poor

Good (tempered) 2, 3, or
4x8

Good (tempered) 4 x 8

Poor (non 4 x 7
tempered)

Vary durable
no th.grodstion

Very durable.
no degradation

Fragile

Sunlit. Premium 0.040
II (Kidwell)
Filon w/ Tedlar
(Vistron Corp.)

Flexiguard 7410 7 mil
(3M)

0.88

0.88

0.89 0.053

0.29 2.00

0.25 2.30

Excellent

Very good

Fair

Very good

Very good

Good

4 or 5
width rolls

4.25 x 16

4 x 150
roll

Maximum temp.
300°F

Maximum temp.
300°F

Maximum temp.
275°F

Tedler
(Dupont)

4 mil 0.95 0.029 .2.80 Fair

Teflon FEP 100A 1 mil
(Dupont)

Swath:sat 300 0.128
Acrylic (Swedlow Inc.)

0.98 . 0.02 5.85 Poor

0.93 0.77 4 Excellent

Good, some
embrittlement

Fair, not for
exterior
glazing

Very good

up to 6.33
width roll
(64 in.) .

4.83 width .

45 year lifetime
at 150°F

Maximum tamp.
roll 158 in.) 300°F

9 wide . Maximum Service
temp. 200°F)

Lucite Acrylic 0.125 0.92
(Dupont) -"
TuffekTVeinwell
(Rhorn & Hies)

Aiirillte SOP ; .'-
(CYro) . .

. .

Insulated Panels
(Kakvall)

Solar Mass
Panels (ASO)

0.73

Equiv. 0.25
to 0.89
for layer

. to 0.93
- for 1 toyer

Equhr.
'to 0.88

. ;Jai 1 laver

4

. 3.3

Very good

Very good

Very. good

Very good 4 x d

High Impact 4 377:4
'strength fatigue . ,'.
Melting . -

:

Good.-; ; .6 x 8..

:

Equiv. 4.5
to 090
for 1 layer

0.47

Maximum temp..
200°F

5% reduction in
transmittance :
over 5 Yam. .;

Maximum Tema:

7:
230°P ". . -

pa- . - .

. ". Good' -. - -7- -- : . 4 x 8 . Maximum temp.
.- -.' -- '..:: ?':'.:!" '.." 4 it 10 -. 300°F . -- -

i ...-...-
.. ":- 4-.. f..:-,4. -,..-_:. 4 x 12 '......'.. ,%:,pf. ":, . ..... 7......-144,.":-...m !. 7 I ...Isl."

. 4x14 '-''' ;-. '-'-
. 30 Good .;:".'..i..'ri.,- :...' 3 or 4 x 6 '; ; Very-durable ' '

.' : ?'" c: 3 or 4 x 8 . " '.... .- '-*.: .

Poor

Regular 1,5, 2,
Polyethylene 4,8,10
(untreated plain). mil

90%
Diffused .

Very good Must be stretched 3' to 40' wide Has tendency,
tight or inflated 50' or 100' to split on the -

fold. In,sheded
ems this material
will last 2 years
or more.

for strength . rolls
- .

.

Vinyl Film 4.8 mil 90-95%
Clear
Diffused

%. ;

Very good 414' s. I Diffused-light cove
6' wider than 6' are
Clear Only ''. fabricated by
r to 40' electronic sealing
wide and may be

ordered in widths
from 7' to 40' .

(teeyde to a friend
, DIVISION OF ENERGY & POWER DEVELOPMENT /

: -I- ALASKA ENERGY EXTENSION SERVICE .
-

ads FLOOR, MACKAY BUILDING, 338 DENALI STREET, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501 - 2681, (907) 275-0508

. . . .
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IOADUIII: Retrofits and .Upgrading of Existing Structures

Weotivea: Provide information about how present structures can be improved
to4Waximize energy conservation.

Vim: Two teaching periods. Level 4-6 grades.

Prusleslur.ea

1. Discuss R-values of materials in building construction - Tins on
laguaatjaiLanExtatan&itaaa, Axel R. Carlson.

2. A-V-Materials: Overhead Transparency film or-film strip, if available.
Bullfrog Films: Lin 11(110e, Living the Good Life.

3. Student Research - library, extension service, local contractors and
architects.

4. Student made diagrams and/or projects. Do lessons 1, 3b, 6: =Anon
Activities in Energy-Conservatiou.

5. Student displays of materials.

DattlarActiii.tafta:

1. Interview resource people.

2. Evaluate their own individual home construction.

Evaluation:

1. Written and or oral testa.

2. Teacher evaluation of student materials.

References:

1

3.

A Handbook for Builders and
Developers, North Dakota Energy Extension SERvice Program, North Dakota
State university, April, 1982.

Bullfrog Films 181 82 - Hcnr to Kew the He twin Your House.

P
II: 4. Axel R.

Carlson - University of Alaska Cooperative Extension Service.

ImlonIy: Consumer and Individual Use of Energy

ObAective: To show that we should investigate our daily use of energy and its
relation to our environment and try to reduce waste. By doing this, it is

possible to maintain our standard of living.

AsuarminateatiaotiagTiMil: Grades 4, 5, 6 .2-3 days, grades 7-12 2-3

teaching periods.
. ,
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Procedures:

I. Assign students activity oards of experiments that illustrate our daily

waste of energy - LacneeAettatia&AILFaintgl_SSUMMLLUID, U.S. Dept.

of Energy.

OV.

II. Present films and/or',filmstripa to further suggest our dependency on and

inefficient use of our energy reeouroesel and some wise
oheicee/alternatives available - Bullfrog Film - "How to Keep Heat in

your Homers," liThe Home Conservation Series."

III. Arrange discuasion groups with students reporting results of experiments

and opinions of T.V. presented.

IV. Provide students with statistios which strengthen arguments for the need

to conserve our energy - niaanoxicuLtaiLlissatuluur - BUD Sept. 1979.

Also see atteohed sheets.

Evaluation: Student reports, oral and/or written tests, creative thought

about the problem and possible innovative solutions.

lgnmants: Adjust number and type of experiments to suitability for students,

so that experienoes meaningful to them in their environment wille000ur.

Extendiqm.Activitiea: Students might make study of energy sources and uses in

their homes, and graph atatistios involved. This information could be

oombined with Lesaons I and II to form a workshop for other students and/or ,

parents.

Resources: Pamphlets:
ZWIZEY..-22DMIrSlelLaIldLOLIWIUAti - John Christensen, Kendall/Hunt Publ.

Co., Dubuque, Iowa;
LanseriatieL--,Isatuicehetimitiesjajaerm, U.S. Dept. of Energy, March
1980, Teohnical Information Center, P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830;

T2litE1=2LWiatijionejNyer - Sept. 1979, HUD-PDR-412(2), Wash. D. C.

20410.
Bullfrog Films, Oley PA 19547 -

"The Home Conservation Series"
"How to Keep Heat in Your House"
"Living the Good Life," (grades '6 and up)
"Toast," (grades 3'and up)
"Go," (grades 1-4)
"New Western Energy Show" (grades 1 and up)
"Pedal Power," (grades 3 and up)

Extension Service pamphlets, speakers
Amoco Teaching Aides, P.O. Box 5910-A, Chicago, ILL., 60680, fee booklets and

pamphlets.

Lesson V: Consumer and Individual Use of Energy

Objectives: Students will evaluate and-Trettice energy conservation in their

everyday lives. ,.
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Milea eg 'MaketTips

Save Energy
The most important single element in determining fuel

economy of an automobile is the attitude, experience, and

driving technique of the person behind the wheel. If you

become a real pro and a safe driver you should get at least

30 per cent better mileage than a poor 'driver.

Slow down, It's one of the most Important and practical

things you can do to save gasoline. Wind resistance and

Power losses due to internal friction in the engine, and tire

flexing, increase rapidly with car speed and require more

energy and gasoline to move the car.

Here are some tips for conserving energy when operating

youi automobile:

Gasoline

Use gasoline of proper octane rating. Using too low an

octane rating may cause knock. Severe knock may result in

engine damage. Premium lead- free gasoline is designed

for cars that are in tune but knock when lower octane

gasoline is used. It is also helpful where there is run

after the ignition is turned off.

Tires and Brakes

Check tire inflation pressure at least once a month,

preferably when tires are cold, For best mileage and for

driving on long trips with heavy loads, inflate tires to the

manufacturer's recommended pressures. Underinflaled

tires can decrease fuel economy by as much as one mile

per gallon..

Consider using radial tires. They give better mileage per

gallon and usually last longer.

Make sure brakes, are adjusted correctly,. Dragging brakes

reduce gasoline economy.

Driving Skills

Smooth, steady acceleration can save as much as two

miles per gallon, compared to fast, jerky starts.

Drive at moderate speeds. Most cars get about 20 percent ,

more miles per gallon at 65 than at 70.

Keep speed constant when on the highway and driving

conditions permit, Repeatedly varying speed by five miles

per hour can reduce gas mileage over one mile per gallon.

Avoid frequent lane changes on the highway. It's safer and

saves gas, too. B ursts of acceleration may use fuel at ten

times the normal rate.

Don't idle the engine forexcessive time periods, and don't

race the engine.when thecar is not moving.

-111 Drive defensively. Use the brake as little as is consistent

with sat eddying, Pace your driving with the traffic flow and

anticipate stops. Let the engine slow the car.

Unnecessary use orair conditiming can cut fuel economy

as much as two.miles per gallon.

13 Use your car wisely. Drive when you need to, not

needlessly,

"

Maintenance

Peak energy.ellicient performance in an automobile is

obtained through proper maintenance, A good tune,up

can improve mileage up to tekpercent,

For safety and better operation, follow the specifications

'711 your owner's manual.

Install new spark plugs as specified, One misfinnp

spark plug can waste up to two gallons of gasoline Nir

tankful,

Inspect the distributor system, ignition wires aril

connections. Clean, tighten and replace as n...Ims.!

Set timing to spicifiutions,

Check ignition advance mechanisni.

Inspect the automatic choke for proper

Clean carburetor if necessary to remove guin,

deposits.

Check for fuel leaks at all connection points.

Check exhaust gas recirculation system for prop."

operation.

Clean or replace the PCV valve.

Replace air and fuel filter elements.

Check exhaust system for safety.

Presenieflas a public service,

for additional copes contact

AMOCO) Amoco Educational Services

OFF Public Affairs MC.3705

,P.O. Box 5910A

Chicago, Illinois 60680

)1)40.104!h,l..qf0.P.'

efli.,)400
t.
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When the Heat's On

'Getting the Best Performance Out of Yougumace

and. Heating Unit Is Essential for Keeping Your Horns

Warm and Comfortable. Trimming heating costs will

sane you money, too.

Insulation Saves SO

One of the most important ways to conserve fuel in

your home is to insulate walls, floors, and ceilings,,,

Within a relatively short time, insulation costs will be

more than paid for in hielsavings. Because Over 50

percent of the heat in yoUr house is lost through the

walls and ceiling, and the most heat escapes from the

ceilings through the roof, you'll save as much as 20

percent of your fuel bills by installing the proper

maximum Rvalue insulation barrier in your attic

floor or ceiling. The savings continue in the summer

because the insulation also helps to retain the cool air

inside the house and reduces the amount of heat the

air'conditioner must remove,

Stop the Draft

Some estimates Indicate as much as 10 to 25 percent ,

of your fueliollar is lost through cracks. Weather

stripping windows and doors and caulking all cracks

that provide as leaks can prevent this loss. Most

weather stripping is relatively inexiiive and easy to

install by the homeowners.

Storm Windows Cut Losses

Tight fining storm doors and windows can reduce

your heating bills by almost 15 percent and prevent

drafty rooms. Take advantage of the sun's heat. Let

the sunlight warm your house during the day by

keeping the drapes open. Then shut the drapes at

night to retain the heat,

Proper Humidity Insures Comfort

Dry air robs your house of its moisture, and requires

more heat to keep you comfortable. With proper

humidification, most people can be comfortable at a

much lower temperature than in an overly dry house,

If the air inside your house is extremely dry, you can

purchase a portable electric humidifier or add an

automatic humidifier to the duct work of your

heating system,

Thermostat Controls Savings

When your heating unit is not operating properly,

check the thermostat first; It may be the source of

your problem.

To check the thermostet's efficiency, place a

thermometer in the middle of the room where the

thermostat Is located, If the temperature increases

more than one or two degrees when the burner goes

on, it may be a sign the thermostat readings are not

accurate,

Once you find a setting that is comfortable to you,

leave the thermostat at that mark. If your thermostat

is properly located and in good condition, it will keep

your house within one or two degrees of the desired

temperature,

You can also conserve on fuel consumption by

lowering your thermostat several degrees when not as

much heat is needed. At night, you may want to

reduce the temperature by four or five degrees. This

reduction will give you a fuel savings of almost 5

percent If used for an elght.hour period every night,

Keeping Your Heating System Troublq me

Establish good maintenance to keep your heating

system running efficiently. This will ensure the most

comfort and economise on fuel consumption,

Watch for signs that Indicate some prOblems in your

heating system.

1, If fuel consumption rises substantially during a

normal winter,

2, If the burner doesn't start up promptly,

3, Strange rattles or sounds in the burner, pump, or

fan.

4, If your furnace turns on and off more often

than usual. Check for a dirty filter,

5, A smoky chimney exhaust,

6, Excessive amounts of dirt or soot around air

ducts, registers, and the furnace.

If you notice any of these changes or problems, try to

locate the source of the trouble or contact your

heating service contractor.

These routine checks will help to keep parts of your

unit running smoothly. On a warm air system, make

sure filters are clean.

Keep the space in front of vents clear of obstructing

furniture and draperies, Shut off vents In rooms that

are not being used.

Noisy radiators are often a result of air in the system.

To get rid of the noise and the air, open the radiator

vents until hot water begins to drain, Then close the

vents,

If you have an oil heating system, your fuel tank may

also be a trouble area if it le not properly maintained.

If you keep your tank only partially filled for long

periods of time, the upper portion of the tank may

rust so keep the tank filled during the summer

months.

Keeping your heating equipment In good order is

extremely important for your continued heating

comfort. An annual burner inspection and adjustment

Is also recommended for efficient operation,

Getting the Hut Beck On

When your heating unit stops working completely,

k there are several simple checks that you should make

before calling your fuel supplier, The problem

sometimes can be easily fixed without professional

help.

If you heat with oil;

, 1. First, set your thermostat at least five degrees

higher than the current room temperatures.

2, Check for blown or loose fuses or a tripod

circuit breaker in the main fuse box and burner

switch box, Make sure that all switches,

Including circuit breakers affecting the oil

burner, are "On," If you replace a blownout'

fuse and the replacement also blows out or the

circuit breaker retrips, you should call a

serviceman.

3, With the thermostat set above room

temperature, press the reset button. Reset

buttons are usually colored red and located on

the burner control box on the chimney smoke

pipe, and on the burner or burner motor,

CAUTION: lithe burner runs for only a minute

or two and shuts off, DO NOT PRESS THE

RESET BUTTON AGAIN,

4, Be sure there it oil in the tank and the oil line 4
valve is open,

You can also make some easy adjustments on hot

water and steam heating systems,

,

5 The first and most important place to check on

a steam or hot water system is the voter level

gauge, If the (fading is low, open the water feed

valvq to regain a proper water level,



limo 2-3 class periods, levels 4-6.

Proceduren:

1. Discuss amounts of electrical use in homes and types of appliances use :

Energy, Foqt and You - pg. 65.

2. A-V-Matrials: a) overheliCtiiansparencies of charts showing KWH of

different appliances, J)) films: Toast, Decision: Energy for the

Future, fin, New Western. Energy Shout Pedal_ Power Bullfrog Films.

Student siirveys of electrical use in their homes.

4. Student suggestions for energy conservation.

5. Individual student experiments from Science Aptivities in Energy:

Conservation #18 2,f4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14.

6. ,Student demonstrations of energy saving appliances.

further ActivIties:

1. /nterview resource people.

2. Develop bulletin boards dealing with everyday practical atpects of

energy conservation.

3. Student reports ph how to conserve energy.

Evaluation:

1. Teacher evaluation of student materials.

2. Oral or written tests.

Resources:

1. Bullfrog F,i mss Oley Pennsylvania

2. Science Activities in Energy: Conservation: American Museum of Science

& Energy

Energy Savers (pamphlet) Educational SerVices,,Public-& Government

Affairs, P.O. Box 5910 -A, Chicago, Ill.

4. Energy, Food and You. An interdisciplinary curriculum guide for ,

elementary schools, Washington State Office of Health Education.



UNIT VI: Agriculture and Energy

Title: Energy Alternatives in Agriculture

Concept: Food production involves much more in the way of energy input than
the energy from the sun. The mass production system, that dominates
agriculture can be thought of as one which converts various sources of energy
into food energy.

Lesson I: Fuel From Farms - Agricultural Sites

Lesson II: Solar iind Agriculture

Lesson III: Productivity and Energy Alternatives in Agriculture

Lesson I: Fuel from Agricultural Sites

ObiectilOs: Investigate, explore and inform the students of the potential

energy sources and methods that are available and being used, on extracting

and generating fuel from animal and biomass wastes.

Time Line: 3 hours min.

lagl: grades 3-12 depending on instructor presentation.

Films - "readings -and field trip if-possOICStUddntS-dall-bonduct--
experiments using the biomass activity folder, then follow-up with group or
individual" reports to be discussed as,a class.

Evaluation: Results of reports, oral or written exam and teaoher evaluation.

Further Activities: Individual or group reports on agriculture projects

within the community. Students could also oonduct projects in agriculture' in

their home environment.

Resources:
Fuel from Farms
A Guide to Small Scale Ethanol Production
Solar Energy Institute

Bull Frog Films Oley, Penn.
,The Bioaas Option
Fuel from Waste
atcgitsAgLEtti

Alaska's Rural- Development
by PeterG. Cornwell & Gerald McBeath

Agriculture, Energy and Society
U.S. Department of Energy

-Bio-Mass I
U.S. Department of energy



Lesson II: Solar Energy and ,Agriculture

00jegtivqs: To expose students to the experimenting farmers are using with
solar energy to produce heat and energy (to generate electricity)!

APIM226...IMICAillE2iNa: 2-3 class periods

Procedures:

1. Activities - assign-small-groups to follow instructions in Activity #4
(The Energy We Use Grade 1h-S.--Dept. Energy folder), Science
Activities in Energy, selections by teacher, Activity 9 (Agriculture.
Zara and Society). Elect. activities and to prepare brief reports.

2. Audio visual presentations: films - Bull Frog films --The Solar

DIAAMbQUAII Lsalar....listalitim Sun Dried Foods. Any materials available
from local extension service (pamphlets, slides, photos).

Teacher and student reports: resources for the teacher will inclUde
readings in materials enclosed and those available. The following
points should be covered:

a. food has been produced'by the direct transfer of-energy from the
sun up through the 19th century-

v"-----118-fartrulhhhilltity
introduced

a. today the increasing cost and decreasing supply of fossil fuels
have resulted in renewed use of solar energy

d. sOlar.heai is being used by farmers-to grow food, to dry grains

e. solar energy is being used to generate electricity which in turn
can heat farm buildings, operate drying bins,,rUn farm machinery

.f. While initial costs of using solar energy may in some instances
be prohibitive, they don't-have to bee. Small scale units may. be
instituted with the long range goal for our Society.being, a
reduction in food costs due to.effi ient-vse=of this 'energy'
alternative - the SUN

Evaluatiog: student reports, written and/or oral tests

Extended Activities:

1. a field trip, if possible, to a farm which utilizes solar energy,,

2: a speaker from the extension service

3. start a card file for students to make each card containing an:original,
idea of further ways.to use the suns energy, possibly entitle it .1.11e,

Farm of the Future.
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ilunaursaa:

-A.V. Bullfrog' Films

Books
The Solar Greenhoust --Bill !ands, Rick Fisher, Muir Publications, Santa

Fe, N. Mexico

Solar projects - A. Jes Garrison, Running Press, Philadelphia, Pa.

LligsLUD122ER 7. Understanding Solar Energy Shawn Buckley, McGraw,

Hill, N.Y.

Pamphlets:
U.S. Dept. of Energy

3:e Energy Use

zuwagaillaxiutint - Division Energy & Power Div., Anchorage

Grade Level Booklets:
Energy and Y04. P. 112

Agriculture and Society, Lesson

Title: Productivity of Energy Alternatives in Agriculture

. .Pbjeotivea: To examine the methods and efficiency of energy alternatives used

in producing agricultural products. ,

AirmiaLazala: 3-12

Timmo 2 -3 lesson periods

1/amigaraw

1. Show Bullfrog Films: a) Diet for Alan _Planet, b) A Visit with J. I.

bigalS4 c) Potat:oeu, d) Waterloo yarmerat e) A Sense of Humans, f)
jallaggaganuAmoriga, gyilgxsign_aomg, h) Getting the Moat from

Your Garden.

Do lessons 3-10 in Age.tumtharAsey4And220104X-

Do experiments 3, It 7, 8, 10, 11 - Science Activities in Energy:

ktomems...t.

4. Do activities from section two: Energy end the U.S. Food System (pgs.

107-197), Energy, Food and Ydu. .



Evaluation:

1. Oral and/or written tests.

2. Teacher evaluation of a) experiments, b) rdportS1-0-projects

Further Activities:

1. Have students do reports on energy alternatives beinfedused on farms

today.

Suggelsted topics for these reports:

a) modern crop drying methods
b) organic farming
c) high-yield crops
d) farMing hiitory---.

2. Field trips to local farms

3. Lectures and/or interviews with experts in this field

4. Student suggestions and demonstrations for energy alternatives in

agriculture

References:

1. ZuLlitrpg.Eama: Oley, PA 19547

,2. Agriculture, EnOrgv and Societx: Interdisciplinary Studept/Teacher
Materials in Energy and the Economy, -U.S. Dept. of Energy

Science Activities in Energy: Hiomass'I

. - Energy, Food and You: An interdisciplinary curriculum guide for
elementary schools, Washington State Officeof Health Education

Energy, Food:and You:. An interdisciplinary curriculum guide or
secondary schools, Washington State Office of Health Education



UNIT VII: WIND POWER

Concepts:

I. Historical Background

II. Causes-of-Wind

III. Measurement of Winds

Wind Dependability

V. Wind as a Power Source

Lesson I.

What: Historical background of wind power

jam: Student will understand the historical uses of wind power

: I. Student shall prepare a short paper on one of the following by using
the encyclopedia or other sources:

1. Sailing vessels

2. Carousel windmills

3. European windMills

4. American fanwheel

5. Turbines

Time: 1 hour

Evaluation: Students shall, in a small group discussion demonstrate an
understanding of the historical uses of wind power.

Suggested questions:

1. Why was wind such an appropriate technology?

2. Why did we stop using wind power ?.

3. How. and why would you apply wind power today?

Other Aejivitiea:

1. Activity #4, Wind Energy, DOE/IR-0037. An excellent activity with sail

power.

2. Activity #5, Wind_ Energy, DOE/IR-0037.

Activity #6, Wind EnergV,;DOE/IR-0037. Shape of a boat.



1.

Have a sail boat race with student designed boats.

. Read Alaska Wind Energy Handboqk, DOTPE, pp. 2-7.

Lesson II.

Title: Causes of Wind

,.);?

,Prove heat causes wind

1. Show film - Harness Wind*

I

2. Group discussion on association between heat and wild.

3. Reading from Alaskan Find #Energy Handbook, suggestions selection p. 14.

4. Do demonstration - candle heats pinwheel.

5. Oral discussion - unequal heating of earth's surface causes winds.

Time: One hour.

Evaluation: Ask these questions:

1. Does increased heat mean increased wind?

. 2. Is this true - no heat difference, no wind.

Otber Activities:

1., Use candles of various sizes and pinwheels to determine which causes

faster movement.

2. . Do activity.#8 from Science Activities in Enegv Wind Power, DOE. This

is an excellent activity on propeller construction.

3. Do activity #9 from Science Activities in Energy Wind Power, DOE. This

activity deal4. with propeller size.

Lesson III.

Title:. Measurement of Wind

Why,: Show or teach that wind speed and direction can be measured.

Time: One hour.

52
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'1. Duplicate Beaufort Scale and distribute Wind Boom PcjAnce Actiyities,
DOE.

2. Oral discussion on the scale.

3. Note and chart wind speed at a given time - all over school yard.

4. Ping Pong Ball wind speed test - do as class activity.

5. Read 57-63 Alaska Wind Energy Handbook.

Evaluation: Astvhese questions:

1. Using'Beaufort Scale, which extremes are experienced in your town?

2. What is the speediest time of the daP AM Noon PM?

Other Activities: Read Aviation Week and Space Tech, 3/1/67, pp. 50/51, "Wind

'Vortex."

Read Popular Sciences, Mar. 67, pp. 73 - "World's Biggest Windmill."

Lesson IV.

Title: Wind Dependability

WAY: Prove that wind is a dependable force.

Time: One hour

How: Activities:

1. Write to weather burea for charts - committee project

2. Chart prevailing winds as class activities

3. Read Alaska Wind Handbook, pp. 18-21-22, 28

4. Oral discussion- who lives in windiest-neighborhood .

Evaluation: Written quiz - questions:

1. Do you think we could generate electricity here?

2. Why does one part of the community get more wind than another part?

Other Activities: Read Popular Science, Oct., 75, pp.50-51, Wind Power

-35- 53



Iis
Make Bulletin Board to show different symbols used in weather c t

Math: graphing wind data

Make an anemometer. See Alp4a Nits¢ Mandhook, DOTIT

4
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UNIT VIII. Hydropower

Concepts:

I. Water As An Energy Source

II.. Determining the Hydro Potential of, a Site

III. Hydro Equipment That Can be Made by YouAeA

IV.. Economics of Home Hydro

V. Cautions and Suggestions for Do It The Selfer

Lesson I.

What:. Water Asa Source of Energy

TiMe: .? hours (easily split between.? or more days), elementary level

Ed:

1. Look at (or have children bring in) a picture of a mill with a water
wheel. °A good 69urce - minginalgLanciliatermilia Reynolds.

-ask "What makes the wheel turn?" (movingioater)

explain how farmers used to bring their corn and grain to the
-miller-to grind on his-mill

mill alWays located by the river to use the moving water to turn
grinding wheels

Make a water wheel and see how it.works. Excellent source - The Enerav
jfejise, DOE 1970, HCP/U 3841-08.

Look at (or have children find) a picture of a hydrOelectriC power plant
and dam.

-,ask "What is moving in the picture?" (water)

"Where is the water going?" (over.the edge'of the embankment)

"Who has seen a waterfall?"

.

"Please describe how it looked and the noise it made."

-explain A dam is a man-made waterfall. It is built to use water as a
source of energy.

-tell the large building next to the dam is the powbr plant.

iOther: Field trip to a hydroelectric installation or old mill if available.

55
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Evaluation: Have students draw an old mill or hydroelectric dam and power

plant.

Resources:

mingsajaBisulatarmilla by John Reynolds (Praeger.T. 1970).

The Energy We Use, Grade 1 (U.S. Departmsptof Energy, October 1977).

Lesson II.

Baia: Determining Hydro Potential of a Site

Ala: Establish if an area has hydro-power potential.

Time: One hour.

1. Read 9-15 in Hydro Power, DOE/ET/01752-1, Microhydropower.

2. Demonstrate how to determine flow rate of a stream with float method

(see description in Microhydropower).

3. See page 17, figure C discuss other Ways to do Such.

4. Power calculation. Rate X Head/529 = Horsepower. Rate X Head/709 = KW.

Evaluation: Assign questions to committees:

1. Which has more power, a deep, narrow stream or a shallow wide stream.

2.. For a given stream, how could we increase its power?

Other Activities:

Water Power, Bullfrog Films

Lesson III.

inat: Hydro Equipment You Can Make

Show how hydraulic ram functions.

flee: 2 hours.

Bar

1. Duplicate and distribute fact sheet, Hydraulic Ram DOE & P.

Development, 82-055-132.

2. Oral lecture on:formula for determining Q.



4

Take local stream and determine these facts (1) depth, (2) flow rate.

. Compute for Q, (a) gallons per minute
evaluation.

Evaluation: Give facts in written form and
water flow.

(SupPly, of water), (b)-vertical

have class independentlycompUte

'Other Activities: Committees - write short essay on where
used and/or will this system be destroyed by break-up

Lesson IV.

Ant: Economics of Home Hydro

Ay: Do cost analysis to determine true cost.

Um: One hour.

1. Have students write or call local electric company for rates (KW) and
figure monthly electric bill.

2. Head, independently, pages 41-44 Micro-HydrR Power.

3. Use this analysis with local dollar amounts and prepare cost sheet.

this unit could be

Evaluation: Each student will make a graph similar to sample on page 43,
Micro-Hydro Power.

Other Activities: Committees do research on sources for financial assistance.
DOE; Small Hydro, Small Grants, State Grants and Tax. Credits, Conventional
Bank Loans.
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UNIT IX. Tree Power

Concepts:

I. Wood Is a Fuel

II. Stoves vs. Fireplaces

III. Installation, of Wood Burners

IV. Conversion.to WOod:

Lesson I.

What: Distillation of Wood

Why: Burn wood in the absence of air and collect the components i.e.,

solids, liquids, and gases.

Time: 3-'hours (this is best split over 2

How: Set up the following equipment reference: Introductory Physical Science

Prentice7Nall.

d
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1. Have students set up .the equipment as illustrated above.

2. Discuss safety in the lab, goggles must. be worn and alcohol burners

carefully attended. Discuss flammability tests.

When everything is ready, have students lighb,alcohol burners.

4. Trap gas initially driven off as the wood filled tub is heated (but

before wood burns) - check flammability with a glowing wooden splint and

a flaming splint.

5. Burn the wood until no more gas is produced (no more bubbles).

6. Examine the products of burning. Charcoal.- glows when heated. Liquids

- mostly water, some alcohol (may burp), tar, creosote, etc. (This is a

prOblem aria for wood stoves.) Gas - methane (and others) burns

readily.

7. Discusi concept of "Conservation of Mass."

Evaluating: Have students write on the following question: "What happens to .'

the products of combustion in a wood stove? Be sure to speak to solids,

liquids and gases."

Resources: Introductory Physical Science, Prentice Hall.

burning Wood, NRAES Cooperative Extension.

Lesson II.

Ella: Stoves vs. Fireplaces

Au: Demonstrate the efficiency of both woodstoves and fireplaces.

' 2121: One hour.

1. Introduce lesson with this film: Wood Heat, by Home Energy Conservation

Series, Bullfrog Films.

2. Divide class inito 2 debate, groups: assign this:

group A - fireplaces
a. old, conventional types
b. free standing
c. modified

group B - stowed
a. air tight
b. radiant heaters'
(3. double chaMber 59



3.

Bee-reference "Burning Wood" NRAES Cooperative Education.

Have debate on efficiency of each type.

Evaluates: Written answer to question: (answer in paragraph form) How can
you make a fireplace more efficient?

Other Activitiew

1. Make bulletin board showing different kinds of stoves.

2. Call local vendors and secure prices of various heat units.

3. Do survey of homes to determine popularity of fireplaces and stoves.

Lesson II/.

What:c0Installation of Wood Burners

'VIftd: Teach the safest ancrmost efficient methodsof installation.

o One hour.

21231:

1. Reproduce safety check list from page 22 zumingystsd, Cooperative
Extension, NRAES.

2. Orally discuss each item item by item.

3. Discuss what items are not practical for our areas.

4. Discus's topics or areas omitted, for examples (additions to remove
creosote).

Evaluation: Orally ask these questions:

1. Why do more houses burn in the winter than summer?

2. What type of heating units cause most fires?

Other Activities:

1. Have a representative of the fire department visit the class to discuss
safety in wood stove installation.

2. Discuss advantages of spreading wood ashes on garden and caution use of

warm ashes.

Make soap.

42-
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Lesson V.

Iliado 'Conversion to Wood

To determine economic acticability of burning wood.

=go One hour.

:

1. Do home survey to determine if wood stove is to be primary or secondary

heat source.

2. By group discussion, discuss type of stove and best location for that

stove.

3. List costs of installatiOn - both secondary, primary.

4. Oral discussion of availability of wood fuel in local area.

5.. Discuss problems/uses of waste products.

6. Cost of and desirabilty of back-up system.

Other Resources: Wood Heat, Bullfrog Films.

Other Activities: 1?;'

1. Wood lot management - thinning, reseeding.

2. Measuring size of tree - tape (diameter scale), abney level, clinometer.



HOW YOU CAN SAVE MONEY WITH A WOODSTOVE:,

STOVE, PIPE, INSTALLATION, ETC 458.00

CHAIN SAW 149.95

GAS, MAINTENANCE FOR CHAIN SAW 44.60

4-WHEEL DRIVE PICKUP, STRIPPED 8,379.04

4-WHEEL DRIVE PICKUP, MAINTENANCE 438.00

REPLACE REAR WINDOW OF PICKUP (TWICE) 310.00

FINE FOR CUTTING UNMARKED TREE, IN STATE FOREST 500.00

FOURTEEN CASES OF MICHELOB 125.00

LITTERING FINE 50.00

TOW CHARGE FROM CREEK 50.00

DOCTOR'S FEE FOR REMOVING SPLINTER FROM EYE 45.00.

SAFETY GLASSES 29.50

EMERGENCY ROOM TREATMENT (BROKEN TOES, LOG DROPPED. 125.00

SAFTEY SHOES' 49.50

NEW LIVING ROOM CARPET 80D.00

PAINT WALLS AND CEILING 110.00

WORCESTER CHIMNEY BRUSH AND RODS 45.00

LOG SPLITTER . 150.00

FIFTEEN ACRE WOOD LOT 9,000.00

TAXES ON WOOD LOT 310.00

REPLACE COFFEE TABLE (CHOPPED AND BURNED WHILE
DRUNK) 75.00

DIVORCE SETTLEMENT. , 33,678.22

TOTAL FIRST YEAR'S COSTS 54,922.81

SAVINGS IN "Conventiional" FUEL FIRST YEAR (62.37)

NET COST OF FIRST YEAR'S WOODBURNING 54,860.44

Contributed by Jon E. Elam
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ENERGY ACTIVITY:'How much energy do we use? Sally Wells

Objective: To dramatically demonstrate the Use of energy in our country
in comparison to other countries in the world.

16.

Nepalese ..... ...1/3 of a cookie crumb 0.3 'mil BTU/yr.
Nigerian 1/3 of a cookie crumb 1.5 mil BTU/yr.
Indian 1 cookie ..... 5 mil BTU/yr.
Chinese 2 1/2 cookies

)1.

13 mil BTU/yr
Lybian 2 1/2 cookies..,
Egyptian...., 3 cookies.... 15 mil BTU/yr.
Sandia Arabien 3 1/2 cookies 18
Somalian 3 1/2 cookies 18
Syrian. . 3 1/2 cookies...
Angoliap 4 cookies....
Rhodesian $ cookies
South Ifrican....6 cookies..

WORLD. AVEFtAGE....7 cookies .35 mil BTU/yr.'..

Chilean 8 cookies 40
Puerto Rican ' 16 cookies 100
Russian 20 cookies 130 mil BTU/yr.
German 22. cookies 150

AltMRICAN 44 cookies.. 300 mil BTU /.yr. (Row do all
.1-.; you other guys feel)

4

Mexican.
Voltanese

2
2

cookies
cookies. -

Liberian 2 cookies
Ghanese 1 cookie

1 cookie
Vietnamese 1 cookie
Pakistani' 1 cookie
Ablu Indians 1/3 of a.cookie crumb
Australian Aborigine 1/3 of a cookie crumb

This a good workshop activity, as soon people become, posessive of their
,cookies.; and the energy the energy they use.



Energy Curriculum, Materials

1. Energy and ConservationEducation 1979

Grades 173, 4-6, 7-9', and 10-12

from Energy and Man's Environment, 0224S.W. Hamilton, Suite 301,

Portland, Oregon 97201.

2. Science Activities in Energy

ConserVation, Chemical, Solar, Electrical, Wind

from U.S. Department of Energy, Technical Information Center, P.O.Box 62

Oak Ridge, TN 37830

3. Energy Conservation Activity Packet

K-2,3, 4, 5, 6 e'

from Environmental Education Consultant, Curriculum Division,

Department of Public Instruction, Grimes State Office Building

DesMoines, Iowa 50319

4. Energy, Food, and You

.$5.00 check payable to E.S.D. 189(EducationalService District 189)

from Energy,Food,and You Program, Washington State Office of Environmental

Education,NW , C/O Shoreline District Office, NE 158th and 20th Ave NE ,

Seattle, Washington 98155

5. Energy. Conservation in the Home

An Energy Education /Conservation Curriculum Guide for Home Economics teachers

from U.S. Departmentof Energy, Technical Information Center, P.O.Box 62,.

,Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

6.Center for Aiternativa Technology.

Education Pack -- Energy

frqm National Centre for Alternative Technology, Llwygeen Quarry, Machynlleth,

Powys, Wales

7. The Energy Challenge

An Activity Master Program About Our Energy Past, Present,and Future for

Grades 5 through 8

from The Energy Challenge, Box 14306, Dayton, Ohio 45414



Q. Some Things are Worth Saving- Like Energy

Driver Education Energy Packet

from Idaho Office of Energy, State' House, Boise, Idaho 8372

9.Energy in Society

A Resource Guide for Teachers

from Ministry of Education, Ontario

l0.Children of the Sun

$1.50 make check payable to EnvironMental Education7Workshop

from Washington State Office of Environmental Education,c/o Shoreline

District Offices, NE158th and 20th Ave., Seattle, WA 98155

11.Idaho Energy Conservation Resource Guide

Language Arts for Grades. 7-12

from Idaho. Office of Energy, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83720

12. Solar Energy Project: An Overview

from Solar Energy Education Project, c/o The'Bureau of Science idUcation,

the State Department of Education, Albany, New York 12234

Bill Pfisterer.

Energy Alternatives Program

301 O'Neill Resources Building

University of Alaska

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

f
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